2009 jaguar xf supercharged review

With its coupelike styling, strong performance and luxurious ride, the new Jaguar XF gives
luxury sedan buyers something else to think about. There's a certain classy aspect to some
things British -- the understated elegance of an English Tudor home, the BBC's Owen
Bennett-Jones or even just an afternoon snack of tea and crumpets. Then again, not all English
entities are quite so grand -- the Spice Girls or a rush-hour ride on a packed Tube train, anyone?
Thankfully, the Jaguar XF falls into the former category, but it also represents the legendary
marque's new direction. Mirroring modern Britain itself, Jaguar now seeks to blend tradition
with the latest style and technology. Before one goes on with the new, though, they have to
jettison the old, and the midsize XF sedan replaces the S-Type, a car that never quite pushed all
the right buttons. The unloved X-Type is also being phased out, leaving the XF to serve as both
the brand's entry-level model as well as a key component for re-establishing Jaguar's premium
status with a younger set of buyers. Its crouching stance is emphasized by a coupelike roof line
that sweeps to the tail, fastback style. Some may argue that in profile, the XF looks like the
Lexus GS series, and that the nose, with its wide-awake headlights and squarish grille, is
somewhat quirky. But overall, most would agree it's a handsome sedan that impresses one
more in the steel than in photos. As part of Jaguar's upscale push, you'll only find a V8 under
the hood. There's nothing really new here, as the engines and transmissions are shared with the
XK. Even so, or horsepower is nothing to complain about, and Jaguar claims that even the less
potent engine is able to shoot the XF to 60 mph in just 6. The XF's suspension is tuned slightly
more for a plush ride with respectable cornering ability than for hardcore apex clipping, but still
easily qualifies for sport sedan status. Of course, as a sport-oriented midsize luxury sedan, the
Jaguar XF is entering a pretty tough segment. Even James Bond would have a tough time
infiltrating a group like this. And most of these models offer something the XF doesn't -- the
option of all-wheel drive, an advantage for those who have to deal with slippery weather
conditions. It's a minor setback, however, and overall we think the new Jaguar XF stands proud
in this segment, which is something its dodgy predecessor never could. It deserves a place on
your "to drive" list if you're considering a luxury car. It's got the performance and coddling
features, and its undeniable presence could very well make Jaguar cool again. Rear parking
assist, Bluetooth connectivity and a premium sound system with a CD player and auxiliary
audio jack are also standard. The Supercharged adds a more powerful engine, inch wheels,
larger brakes, an active suspension dubbed "CATS" , a power rear sunshade, cooled front
seats, bi-xenon headlights, front park assist, a rearview camera and an upgraded audio system
with six-CD changer and satellite radio. Stand-alone options include a heated steering wheel
and active cruise control, while most of the upper trims' features can be had on the lower ones
via various packages. The Luxury and Premium Luxury are powered by a 4. Power flows to the
rear wheels via a six-speed automatic that can be shifted manually with steering-wheel-mounted
paddles. Jaguar claims a mph time of 6. The Supercharged features, you guessed it, a
supercharged version of that V8 that makes hp and lb-ft of torque. It should be enough to trim
the sprint down to 5. Antilock disc brakes, stability control, active front head restraints, front
side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags are standard on all XF models. The
Supercharged adds a blind spot monitor to the list. With either engine offered in the Jaguar XF,
acceleration is swift and smooth, with perfectly timed up- and downshifts furnished by the
six-speed auto. Use the paddles and the automatic blips the throttle on downshifts, just as an
expert driver with a manual gearbox would. Underway, the XF exhibits a smooth and hushed
demeanor but there's a stronger connection with the mechanical soul of the car than expected.
There's barely any nose dive when the brakes are applied, for instance, and the level of
communication between car and driver when cornering is impressive. Rest assured, though,
that comfort is still of paramount concern. The XF's refined ride can take you miles and deliver
you still feeling fresh after your journey. Unlike most cars in its class, the Jaguar XF rejects the
cockpit-style interior theme for a more spacious environment. The seats are well-shaped and
come up high enough for proper thigh support, while the soft armrests are located for use, not
style. Not that the XF is lacking in the latter area -- in Jaguar tradition there is plenty of finely
finished wood trim, as well as modern handsome metallic accents and cool blue lighting for the
instruments. When you enter the XF, the start button mounted in the console pulses red, as if to
indicate the pulse of the lively machinery you're about to awaken. After you fire up the engine,
the unique dial that controls the transmission rises out of the center console into the palm of
your hand. There's a touchscreen interface for the audio, climate and navigation system, so
unlike many of the XF's competitors, no console mouse is required. Although it's a sleek sedan,
the rear doors are wide for ample access and there are nearly 38 inches of rear headroom and
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irreproachable dynamics. We were willing to love this car almost at first sight and certainly at
first drive. This is the best new Jag sedan in my memory, and my memory happens to be one
that goes back a long way. Those words were written by your humble narrator who, like just
about everyone else who hustled this car through a set of S-bends or switchbacks, regarded the
XF as the dynamic equal of anything in the German mid-size, premium-sports-sedan class. But
familiarity bred irritation. Worst under this heading was the occasional refusal to start. Push the
start button and. This happened to several drivers, and we never were sure why. The system
would always eventually spring to life after a little fooling aroundâ€”hitting the lock and unlock
buttons on the key fob, for example, or walking far enough from the car so its sensors could no
longer detect the presence of the fob, or both. There were other complaints, lesser in
magnitude, but irritating nonetheless. The touch-screen secondary controls, for example, were
tricky to understand, and it was also difficult to operate its many menus when the car was in
motion. This function also reduced the audio volume when it was operating, apparently to
accentuate the radar pings of the parking sensors. The touch-sensitive glove-box release
worked readily for some, but it defied others and provoked plenty of invective. The chrome
parking-brake switch on the center console got too hot to touch after long drives. Some found
the instrument markings hard to read in daylight operation. Most disliked the overly assertive
adaptive cruise control. The dial-a-gear JaguarDrive shifter, which rises slowly out of the center
console when the driver starts the car, had few defenders. And what would modern Jaguar
tradition be without some electronic diagnostic hysteria? One was minor: The rear sunshade
the, uh, electric -powered rear sunshade stopped responding to its on-off switch. The other was
a bit more serious. At the 10,mile maintenance stop, the dealer Jaguar of Troy, Michigan service
crew discovered a leak in the rear diff, and the diff was replaced under warranty. Or both.
Uneven tire wear aggravated this annoying phenomenon, which was finally smoothed out when
we replaced the original Pirellis with new ones after just 25, miles of service. Besides various
inner-Michigan runs, the diverse list of destinations included Florida, New Jersey, North
Carolina, North Dakota, a couple of weekends in Wisconsin, and two longer journeys to upstate
New York. Croix River into Minnesota and seeing the nav screen go blank. Also, the system
uses two DVDs, which borders on old-fashioned now that there are setups with hard drives. In
our initial test, the Jag sprinted to 60 mph in 5. Before parting ways with the Jag, the car hit
those same marks in 5. No one could call the latter numbers slow, and we saw small gains on
the skidpad 0. The only other end-of-test demerit was for an occasional squeak somewhere in
the unit body, a complaint that turned up a couple of times in later logbook entries. However,
that price is a little irrelevant because Jaguar has since discontinued this particular model. XF
choices now include two naturally aspirated V-8 modelsâ€”a hp 4. This may be my new favorite
in the segment and is certainly the best Jaguar sedan ever. Although this is the best Jag ever, it
must have taken a team of dimwits to ruin the driving experience by sabotaging the secondary
controls. The seats are comfortable even after 10 hours. The engine is smooth and effortlessly
powerful, and the tranny is very refined. But the adaptive cruise control is just awful. Awesome
power, great for overtaking. All-day comfy seats and excellent audio make the Jag a good
highway cruiser. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
Specs Detailed. View Photos. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. To be more specific, how does it measure up as a driver-gratification car? How new is
all-new? But Jaguar assures us this is almost the only similarity between S and XF,
dimensionally or architecturally, and that there is little in the way of recycled S-type structural
elements in the underpinnings. Increased mass notwithstanding, Jaguar claims a percent
increase in torsional rigidity versus the S-type and further, that the XF is best in class in this
regard. The new unibody is as flex-free as the blades on a Hyster forklift. At But we were
pleasantly surprised by the ride quality that came with it. These are very low-profile tires, and
while low profile is the right prescription for decisive handlingâ€”less sidewall flex, better
responseâ€”there can be undesirable side effects, such as molars and bicuspids clattering over
every expansion joint. BMW, the perennial ride-and-handling pacesetter, may do this better. And

then again, maybe not. There is also a 3. The latter offers three operating modes, and its
responses in the sportiest settingâ€”sequential manualâ€”are as prompt as anyone could wish.
For now, it remains a 4. Thus propelled, the XF scurries to 60 mph in five seconds flat and lopes
through the quarter-mile in More important, in terms of everyday driving realities, the
supercharged XF furnishes a level of dynamic reward that some of its rivals may equal, but
none really surpass. But the essential feline really emerges when the road starts to snake and
the stoplights disappear. Braking, a weak point on the S-type R, is immediate, strong, and
repeatable. We heard varying observations about rear-seat headroom. However, rear-seat leg
and knee room drew more rants than raves. The front seats, for their part, are long-haul
comfortable and broadly adjustable but a little deficient in lateral support when the big cat is
making quick moves. BMW still sets the standard in this department. And what about this
pulsing, red start button when the driver climbs in? And the rotary gearshift selector rising out
of the center console? And the dashboard vents revealing themselves when the driver lights the
fires? And the occasionally labyrinthine logic of the touch-screen secondary controls? Some
found all of this entertaining. Others dismissed it as a little too precious. But in the meantime,
our few reservations notwithstanding, we think Jaguar has put one in the 10 ring with the XF.
The last coupl
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e of Jaguar renewalsâ€” XK and XJ â€”possessed most of the dynamic virtues of this new car
but surrounded it with replicar sheetmetal. Whereupon sales diminished to a trickle. The XF
shows that the product planners got the message. I like how small this new Jaguar XF feels. The
whole car seems very agile, yet it remains comfortable and refined. But this grand tourer is
otherwise a peach, with an unyielding platform and a V-8 whose wide and willing power band
makes it a peaceful commuter on weekdays and a steroidal back-road burner on weekends.
Jeez, just as Ford bails out, Jaguar unleashes its best sedan ever. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View Photos. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

